
PUNTO PARKOUR
Multifunctional sport equipment for parkour



What is parkour?

Parkour is a physical discipline that is based on fast 

moving and clearing the obstacles by using jumps, 

running, pull-ups and other equal elements in urban 

environment. The founder and leading pioneer of the 

Parkour, David Belle, conceived the main idea of this 

discipline “There are no limits, just hurdles and every 

hurdle can be cleared.”



What is the profit of parkour?

1.	Today parkour is a fancy sport discipline. One of the most spectacular 

and effective forms of healthy living and also popular way of 

self-expression.


2.	Develops stamina, gives workout for all ground of muscles.


3.	Instructs fall down without injuries, even from high height.


4.	Helps in honing twisting elements that can be useful in other sports 

like wakeboarding and snowboarding.


5.	Develops body reactions. Trains assess quickly the situation and make 

decision.


6.	Teaches commitment to your body.




What is PUNTO PARKOUR?

It is sports equipment aimed for parkour training in 

public places. We are who came up with elements that 

will help to master the parkour technique comfortably 

and risk free for your health. 



The whole sports ground is designed according to the 

international standard DIN16899-2018. Parkour elements 

have nonslip coating and the sports ground must have 

special rubber covering.
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The advantages of PUNTO PARKOUR

Flexibility

Several options of parkour grounds permit installation even 
in small spaces according correct and secure spacing to each 
other according to the international standard DIN16899-2018.



The equipment provides something special for every skill 
level and situation. There are a lot of different angles, 
different types of the surface for the jumping, letdowns and 
balance that also correspond to the international standard 
DIN16899-2018.




Materials 

We use nonslip HPL-plastics that fit the standards for 
parkour grounds.



The advantages of PUNTO PARKOUR



Attractive design 

We worked out the kinks of the design and we are ready to 
offer you different color scheme for parkour grounds. This 
permit it`s installation in virtually any project. The letters are 
made in grey colour grade that is unique feature of the 
material, while the fitting pieces can have random colors. 
Also there is an option to make individual letters 
illumination.






Regarding letters elements – 
besides letters that composes 
the word “PARKOUR”, we 
provide you all letters from 
Latin and Cyrillic alphabets.



Is PARKOUR safe?
The parkour ground is designed according international 

standard DIN16899-2018.  All elements are made in 

accordance with these standard requirements. The 

distance between objects and its altitude are more than 

adequate for skipping and acrobatics training.



Parkour training is inextricably linked with skipping and 

acrobatic skits. This false opinion is set in our mind due to 

the cinema and social media. Practically all dangerous 

knacks trained on the special ground are as danger as 

bicycle ride.   



Risk assessment also is very important and useful part of 

the parkour training.







Is PARKOUR safe?

All holes in elements are made up to security 
standard DIN16899-2018

There are no “ears” and other elements on 
the pipe joints that can cause cervical 
vertebrae infractions



Materials
Steel

Nonslip

HPL-plastic

Custom-made

design

Mount assembly 



Unicity of

PUNTO PARKOUR
Multifunctional sport equipment for 
parkour Punto Parkour is unrivalled in 
Russian Federation. It is unique creation of 
LLC “Aludeco”. Patenting process in Russia 
is already started



Why install Punto Parkour?

Parkour is not niche type of entertainment any 
longer. It transformed in full-fledged sports 
discipline and parkour ground now is point of 
attraction for many people.



Punto Parkour allows:

- turn inhabitants of a district to a healthy 
lifestyle

- master skills of a new discipline that is good 
for people of different age

- allow the district become more popular in 
local inhabitants eyes first, and then in 
business area.




International

parkour competitions
With prevail of parkour as a sports discipline, local and 
international competitions have started their activity. 
Now they draw together hundreds of strongest 
traceurs from all over the world. 



The biggest competition in parkour world is Red Bull 
Art of Motion. This event takes place since 2007. 
Another example is Chase Tag – adult’s game of tags 
on the obstacle course. In 2017 took place the first 
world championship of adult’s game of tags – World 
Chase Tag.



Punto Parkour permits you to prepare efficiently to 
any competition`s complexity. 



Parkour in the world
In Great Britain parkour is the full-fledged 
element of the school course. There are 
special purpose grounds for training in the 
most part of educational institutions. On the 
other side, parkour itself is considered as 
efficient measure for inclusion to a healthy 
lifestyle and protection from fatty 
degeneration. 



Contacts

Representative in Russia


tel: +7(4942) 641-130 ext. 209, 210

e-mail: info@puntodesignru.com 

www.puntodesignru.com

Representative in Germany


tel: +49 176 96902902


